Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) are generated when two primary tones (f1, f2 with f2> f1) are presented simultaneously to the ear. Inter-modulation between primary tones produces distortion products at predictable frequencies not present in the original signal (e.g., 2f1-f2). In persons with negative middle ear pressure (NMEP), the tympanic membrane is retracted and pulled inward, compressing structures in the middle ear. NMEP is predicted to modify DPOAE level and phase. Performing the Toynbee maneuver can artificially induce NMEP. Changes in DPOAE primary f1 and f2 level and phase and energy reflectance measures were used to confirm that 8 subjects had artificially induced NMEP using the Toynbee maneuver. DPOAEs were obtained using 1sec/octave duration logarithmic frequency sweeping primaries, f2/f1=1.22 producing 2f1-f2 from 320 -2560 Hz, L1=L2 = 65, 70, 75 dB SPL. There was a significant effect of condition, primary level, and frequency on total DPOAE and component amplitude. NMEP changes observed in total DPOAE and its components using frequency sweeps provide a more sensitive measure of middle ear effects than discrete DPOAE estimates.
INTRODUCTION
Negative middle ear pressure (NMEP) is a disorder of the middle ear in which the tympanic membrane is retracted and pulled inward. Structures of the middle ear are compressed, and there is an increase in middle ear impedance. NMEP can modify estimates of auditory function such as Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions (DPOAEs) [8] .
DPOAEs are generated in the cochlea when two primary tones (f 1 , f 2 with f 2 > f 1 ) are presented simultaneously to the ear and detected in the ear canal. Inter-modulation between primary tones produces distortion products at predictable frequencies not present in the original signal. The 2f 1 -f 2 DPOAEs measured in the ear canal are a composite of two components both having the same frequency , but originating via different mechanisms from different cochlear locations and having different phase properties [e.g. 6, 7, 9] . One component is generated by the nonlinear response of the basilar membrane (BM) to the overlapping traveling waves generated by the primary tones [4, 5, 9] . The other linear reflection component arises when a portion of energy generated at the overlap region travels to its own characteristic place on the BM, where it is partially reflected by pre-existing perturbations [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9] .
METHODS
NMEP was voluntarily induced when eight subjects performed the Toynbee maneuver (subjects to pinch their noses and swallow until a sensation of fullness is felt). Interleaved measures of tympanic peak pressure (TPP) and energy reflectance were collected. Logarithmic frequency sweeping primaries (primary levels L 1 /L 2 = 65/65, 70/70, 75/75 dB SPL) producing 2f 1 -f 2 from 320-2560 Hz were presented during interleaved trials normal middle ear pressure and subject-induced NMEP. The sweeping primary procedure provided detailed information about DPOAE level as a function of frequency and permitted estimates of the composite DPOAE and the extraction of the two major components [3] .
RESULTS
To ensure that NMEP had been consistently induced during DPOAE data collection, changes in the level (dB SPL) and phase (cycles) of the f 1 DPOAE primaries were evaluated. For every subject, at each primary (L65, L70, L75 dB SPL), an increased amount of energy remained in the ear canal and a decreased amount of energy entered the middle ear during NMEP because of the increased impedance of the system below 1500 Hz (Figure 1) . Figure 1 . f 1 level (dB SPL) at the three primaries tested (L65, L70, L75 dB SPL) for subjects N1 (TPP -271 daPa), and N8 (TPP -145 daPa). Normal trials are represented with blue lines and NMEP trials with the red dashed lines. All subjects demonstrated a change in the amount of energy that entered the middle ear during NMEP, and each subjects' pattern of change was consistent across the primaries tested. For frequencies below 1500 Hz, more energy remained in the ear canal and less energy entered the middle ear and during NMEP. Between 1500 and 3000Hz less energy remained in the ear canal and more entered the inner ear.
The composite DPOAE levels with and without NMEP were subject-specific, but consistent across the three primaries tested. There were significant reductions in the composite DPOAE level as a function of frequency in all subjects (Figure 2 ). Composite DPOAE level (dB SPL) at the three primaries tested (L65, L70, L75 dB SPL) for subjects N1 (TPP -271 daPa) and N8 (TPP -145 daPa). Normal trials are represented with blue lines and NMEP trials with dashed red lines. Composite DPOAE level was lower during NMEP for all subjects at every primary tested, even though the primary level reaching the cochlea increased between 1500 and 3000 Hz.
At the primary levels tested, the nonlinear distortion component dominated the composite DPOAE. Separating the components of the composite DPOAE aided interpretation of NMEP effects (Figure 3) . 
CONCLUSIONS
Removal of the reflection component from the composite DPOAE provided analysis of the nonlinear distortion component alone. This permitted better estimates of the effects of NMEP, as the variance of the data was reduced. NMEP reduced the levels of the composite and component DPOAE from 1060 to 3537 Hz. Separation of the components reduced variability and permitted more reliable evaluation of the impact on NMEP on DPOAE. 
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